
Jamaica, enticing nature lovers and adventure seekers of all sorts, is the most scenic and

sought-after destinations among all the islands in the Caribbean Sea. The epicentre of

Jamaica’s art and cultural landscape, the capital city Kingston is always a buzz with a robust

vibrancy. Kingston is the heartbeat of Jamaica, rocking to its own beat as also to the rhythm of

reggae. The city is an interesting mix of the old and the new, the timeless and the trendy, the

chic and the classic.

Kingston offers the tourists a variety of active, captivating, comical and unique attractions and

activities which are bound to put a smile on your face. One can escape to the Blue Mountains

at the northern edge of the city. There is no more beautiful mountain chain in the West Indies.

The hills are at their most stunning and evocative when a blue mist hovers over them. The

Blue Mountains are most famously associated with a celebrated coffee bean, but they're also

full of trails, rivers, waterfalls, bird life, fruit, even marijuana.

Formerly the capital of Jamaica, the Spanish town, specifically the Spanish town square,

offers fantastic representations of 18th-and 19th-century architecture.  The Anglican

Cathedral, the oldest of its kind in the Western hemisphere; the Spanish Town Iron Bridge, the

oldest cast-iron bridge in the Caribbean; the town square, with stunning examples of Georgian

architecture – are all very much worth a visit. For the reggae fans a visit to Kingston’s most

visited attraction – The Bob Marley Museum on Hope Road is a must. This museum is the

home of Bob Marley’s personal belongings, press clippings and the awards and accolades

received in his lifetime.

You can also loose yourself in the variety and magnificence of the National gallery which

exhibits the largest collection of Jamaican fine art. For the city’s best ice cream, pastry,

gourmet cuisine, shopping, one must visit Devon House, Kingston’s favourite home. No other

place in Jamaica offers so many bars, clubs, or cultural outlets. Kingston boasts of its wild and

diverse nightlife. And no other place in Jamaica has such a concentration of creative artists

and opinions.

The Blue & John Crow Mountains National Park conserves about 78,000 hectares (200,000 acres) of tropical rain-forest in

the north-east of Jamaica. The region has been noted for having more than 800 species of endemic plants, the world’s second

largest butterfly, Papilo Homerus, 200 species of resident and migrant birds and is one of the largest migratory bird habitats in

the Caribbean. Regions like the Bluefeilds, The Royal Palm Reserves, Rocklands Bird Sanctuary are a few of the many bird

watching hot – spots in Jamaica.

The end of a perfect vacation, but only the beginning of a beautiful memory.
www.visitjamaica.com
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